Lorenz APIs and LORA/REST Services

Project Overview
Lorenz is a project aimed at using modern web technologies to make High Performance Computing (HPC) easier. It has been under development at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory since the spring of 2010.
Lorenz is tackling three broad areas: a system "dashboard" aimed at making information about the computing center easy to determine "at a glance", job management (submission and monitoring of batch jobs), and application portals which are loosely coupled pre-and post-processors to existing codes.
API Overview
Lorenz has numerous APIs and libraries focused on different use cases. The Simple.pm perl module makes it easy for tool developers on the clusters to access the range of Lorenz functionality without having to know how the methods are organized. Data are returned in perl 'native' formats rather than the JSON format returned by the REST versions of these methods. The Lorenz::Simple module provides access to all of the methods available through the individual top-level perl modules, shown in the following section.
API Language Used By Purpose
Lorenz::* -Perl Modules for Use on Clusters
These category-specific perl modules are located in the server/lib/perl/Lorenz directory and are for the development of tools within the Lorenz suite as well as applications which simply make use of some Lorenz service. These modules return "native" data rather than the "wrapped" data returned by the RESTful API by default. For instance, the Lorenz::User::getUserGroups() method returns an array of group names. These modules use OO features of the language. The Lorenz::API module provides an interface that is nearly identical to the Lorenz.js JavaScript library. There also is a lower-level method, executeRoute(), which lets you specify the route explicitly. E.g., my $response = $api->executeRoute("/user/smith/groups", "get", {} ); Extended Summary of Lorenz:API and Lorenz.js libraries These two libraries are for remote applications. The Lorenz.js library can be loaded in a remote web application with:
Conventional modules for use on clusters
<script type="text/javascript" src="https://lc.llnl.gov/lorenz/js/objects/Lorenz.js"></script>
All perl methods take an optional final argument, $args, a hashref containing additional arguments to the low-level endpoints.
All JavaScript methods take an option uOptions argument containing AJAX options. These endpoints can be accessed directly from any language that supports direct web interactions (Python, Perl, C, Java, ...), but using the Lorenz-supplied language bindings is recommended. Currently we provide support for Perl (Lorenz::API.pm) and JavaScript (Lorenz.js and LorenzJSONP.js).
Method
Here is a complete list of REST endpoints. Unless otherwise noted (e.g., via a [PUT] notation), all request methods for these endpoints use GET. 
REST Endpoint
